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Abstract—MapReduce is an important programming model for processing in distributed environments. Compared to other distributed programming models, MapReduce reduces communication overheads between computers and improves fault tolerance. However, the MapReduce model does not allow for automatic synchronization between jobs. A large number of data analytics algorithms use a recursive divide-and-conquer approach, which inherently allows for parallelism at each level of recursion. However, it is often difficult to parallelize such algorithms using the traditional MapReduce model if the process requires synchronization.

In this paper we introduce Parent-Child MapReduce, a version of the MapReduce programming model that allows for MapReduce tasks to be created dynamically and synchronized in a hierarchical parent-child fashion. Using the Parallel FP-Growth (PFP) algorithm for mining frequent patterns as a reference, we show that Parent-Child MapReduce can be used to parallelize recursive divide-and-conquer algorithms using the MapReduce model and that this can lead to significant speed ups in the computational speed of such algorithms. Our evaluation shows that we can achieve 68% (or 3 times) performance gain when used with PFP.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) is a fundamental problem in big data analytics. FPM works on a database of transactions (events). Each transaction has a number of non-repeated items i.e. discrete entities, associated with it. The goal is to find the co-occurrence relationships between these items across the transactions in the database. FPM has broad applications in data analytics for the retail, finance, health-care, telecommunications and transport industries. Information about frequent patterns can be used as the basis for activities such as promotional pricing or product recommendations.

A large number of algorithms have been proposed for the FPM problem [1] but by far the most popular algorithms are Apriori [2], Eclat[3] and FP-Growth[4]. One of the major problems in FPM is the potentially large size of the transaction database. The entire transaction database usually needs to fit into memory. In this wise, FP-Growth performs better due to its use of the FP-Tree data structure that compresses the transaction database [4]. Parallel FP-Growth (PFP) is a MapReduce-based extension of FP-Growth that achieves faster computation times in distributed environments and provides as output the Top-K frequent patterns for each of the items in the database[5].

PFP uses the MapReduce model, while FP-Growth is a recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm. This means that FP-Growth inherently allows parallelism in each level of recursion. Despite this fact, PFP avoids parallelizing the recursive function calls of FP-Growth. It achieves its parallelization by partitioning the database into independent shards that can be processed as single-node instances of FP-Growth. This was probably done as it is difficult (or impossible) to parallelize the recursive sub-tasks using the MapReduce framework. This is due, primarily, to the lack of automatic synchronization mechanism for the parallel sub-tasks in the MapReduce framework, which is needed for aggregating the results from all subtasks.

This limits the level of parallelization that can be achieved by PFP. This limitation in PFP’s ability to parallelize becomes evident in cases when the amount of computation is driven not by the size of the dataset but the characteristics of the data. A significant combinatorial explosion in the number of recursive function calls is experienced when FP-Growth is run using low support values on datasets that are sparse, i.e. containing a large number of items relative to the number of transactions, and containing very long transactions. For any item-set of length \(x\) in a transaction database, the number of possible frequent patterns that it posses is bounded by \(2^x\), in the worst case. Partitioning the database does not remove the characteristics of the data because at least one partition of the dataset will retain these characteristics and slow down the computation. Low support frequent patterns are important in certain applications e.g. web search [5]. Data collected from the web can at times be sparse and contain long transactions, as the datasets used in our work show. It is therefore desirable to remove this limitation of PFP.

In this paper, we attack this problem by extending the level of parallelization that can be achieved by PFP, using the Parent-Child MapReduce feature of IBM Platform Symphony [6]. Parent-Child MapReduce is a feature of IBM Platform Symphony that allows for MapReduce tasks to be created dynamically and synchronized in a hierarchical fash-
tion. Parent-Child MapReduce allows the processing of the shards of the database to be parallelized by FP-Growth when necessary. The implementations of MapReduce in platforms like Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark cannot do this as they are based on the traditional method [7], [8]. We refer to our proposed algorithm as Recursive-PFP (R-PFP). We also tackle some of the challenges that can be encountered when attempting to parallelize the recursive calls of FP-Growth using MapReduce. These challenges include predicting the processing loads of FP-Trees, limiting the amount of data that is written to file for the MapReduce tasks to process and achieving a balance between the number of parallel tasks generated without creating a new computational challenge.

Our initial evaluations on two publicly available datasets indicate that R-PFP, in the right conditions, can provide significant speed-ups over PFP.

The contributions of the this paper are as follows:

First, we introduce Parent-Child MapReduce, a version of the MapReduce programming model that allows MapReduce tasks to be created dynamically and recursively. The tasks are created with a hierarchical parent-child relationship between them. Second, we show that Parent-Child MapReduce can be used to parallelize recursive divide-and-conquer algorithms using the MapReduce model. Third, using PFP as reference, we improve the level of parallelization and create a new version of PFP, which we call R-PFP that uses Parent-Child MapReduce. R-PFP is able to reduce the computational time by approximately 68% (or 3 times) over PFP in situations where significant increase in processing time occurs and the parallelization (depth-threshold) parameter is set appropriately.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we describe some related work involving balancing the load of processing transaction databases in PFP and parallelizing FP-Growth. We note that PFP has three phases, which we will describe in detail in Section III-B. The Reduce phase of the second step is responsible for mining frequent patterns and is equivalent to single node instance of the FP-Growth algorithm. So an attempt to increase the parallelization of PFP is similar to the goal of parallelizing FP-Growth.

In [9], the authors propose BPFP (Balanced Parallel FP-Growth). This work extends PFP by including a mechanism to ensure that work load assignment in the Reduce phase of PFP’s second step is balanced among the reducers. This approach however cannot solve the problem of having a single FP-Tree with a huge load factor, caused by the dataset characteristics, as the processing of that single FP-Tree cannot be distributed and the problem persists irrespective of what group the FP-Tree is assigned to.

In [10] the authors introduce a new algorithm called MLFPT (Multiple Local Frequent Pattern Tree). Much like FP-Growth the algorithm works in two steps, except that it constructs multiple FP-Trees in its first phase. However, these trees cannot be produced independently, so shared global counters are needed to ensure that only globally frequent patterns are mined from each tree. This is a drawback of this approach.

In [11], the authors also parallelize FP-Growth in a PC cluster environment. It achieves this by independently processing the recursive function calls used by FP-Growth. This work does not partition the database but improves on the work done in [10], as it is a Shared-Nothing algorithm. Their approach does not use MapReduce. MapReduce based approach reduces communication overheads between computers and enables the process recover more easily when node failures occur. For the same reason it also cannot be used in conjunction with PFP, which is MapReduce based.

III. PROBLEM AND ALGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS

In this section we describe both the FP-Growth and PFP algorithms in detail. We start by giving a proper definition of the FPM problem.

Let $I = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, ..., i_n\}$ be a set of items. We define a transaction $T$ as any subset of $I$ and a transaction database $D = \langle T_1, T_2, T_3, ..., T_n \rangle$, where $T_i$ is a transaction, as a collection of transactions. Let us also define a pattern $P$ as a subset of $I$, the support of $P$ in $D$ is the percentage of the transactions in $D$ for which $P$ is a subset. A frequent pattern is a pattern whose support is no less than a user-specified threshold value called the minimum support threshold, $\epsilon$.

With the definitions above the FPM problem can be defined as follows: Given a database of transactions $D$ and a user provided minimum support threshold $\epsilon$, find the set of frequent patterns in $D$.

A. FP-Growth

The FP-Growth algorithm has two phases. These are

1) Construction of the FP-Tree
2) Discovery of frequent patterns in the FP-Tree

A complete discussion of how to build an FP-Tree is beyond the scope of this paper. However, given the example transaction database in Table I, the resulting FP-tree will look like the diagram in Fig.1. In the third column of Table I, the items are ordered in decreasing order of their support. The FP-Tree is made of two parts, the Header table and a prefix tree. Each node in the prefix tree except the root can have three items. These are (1) an item name, (2) an item count that represents the number of transactions that contain the item in that path of the tree and (3) a link to the next node in the tree with the same item name, if such a node exists. The entries in the header table are sorted in the order of decreasing support and each one consists of an item name and link to the first occurrence of the item in the prefix tree.

Once the initial FP-Tree is constructed the frequent patterns can be extracted using Algorithm 1 (FP-Growth). A
Table I: An example transaction database with ordered frequent items, assuming the support threshold is 60%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TID</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Ordered Frequent Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>f,a,c,d,g,i,m,p</td>
<td>f,c,a,m,p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a,b,c,e,l,m,o</td>
<td>f,c,a,m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>k,b,k,p</td>
<td>f,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>b,c,k,s,p</td>
<td>c,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n,f,c,e,i,m,n</td>
<td>f,c,a,m,p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: A sample FP-Tree built using the transaction database in Table I and a support threshold of 60% [4].

A complete discussion of the FP-Growth algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader can find more details on FP-Growth in the original paper by Han et al. [4]. The algorithm uses a recursive divide-and-conquer strategy to explore the entire space of frequent patterns. For instance, if the FP-Tree example in Fig. 1 were to be processed using Algorithm 1, then the first recursive call to FP-Growth() on line 12 within the for-loop starting on line 7 would partition the search space as follows: (1) Patterns containing $p$, (2) Patterns containing $m$, but no $p$, (3) Patterns containing $b$, but neither $p$ nor $m$, (4) Patterns containing $a$, but neither $p,m$ nor $b$, (5) Patterns containing $c$, but neither $p,m,b$ nor $a$, and (6) Patterns containing $f$, but neither $p,m,b,a$ nor $c$.

Each call to FP-Growth() is independent of the other as the area of the search space that each call deals with does not overlap. This fact allows for each of these calls to FP-Growth() to be parallelized. With each subsequent recursive call to FP-Growth(), each of these search spaces would also be partitioned. For instance, the first call to grow patterns containing $p$ will be further partitioned within the for loop on line 7. This process continues until the conditional tree is empty, which indicates that there are no more partitions of the search space.

B. PFP: Parallel FP-Growth

PFP uses three MapReduce steps to parallelize FP-Growth. These steps are summarized below.

Step 1 - Parallel Counting: Using MapReduce, these steps generates what is called an $F$-List. The $F$-List is a list of all the frequent items in the transaction database. All of the items are then divided into $Q$ groups. This list of $Q$ groups is called a $G$-List.

Step 2 - Parallel FP-Growth: This step of PFP is the most time consuming. The Map and Reduce phases of this step carry out different functions, so each one is described below.

Mapper - At this step each mapper is assigned a shard of the original database. The mapper determines to what group(s) each transaction in the shard is relevant. They then generate key/value pairs, where each key is a group-id and the value is the relevant transaction. One or more key/value pairs may be generated per transaction, as the transaction maybe relevant to multiple groups.

Reducer - The MapReduce infrastructure automatically groups the output from the map phase based on their key values. A group of output values with the same key constitutes a shard of the original database that contains all transactions that are relevant to the item in that group. These are called group-dependent shards. Each reducer is assigned a number of group dependent shards to process. For each shard, an independent local FP-Tree is constructed and mined for only the frequent patterns containing the item in the group, by a single node call to Algorithm 1, the original sequential $FP$-Growth() algorithm. The processing of each shard is equivalent to a single node run of FP-Growth as described in Section III-A. No parallelism is taking place in the reducer.

Step 3 - Aggregation: Using MapReduce this step of the algorithm takes the output of the previous phase and puts them together as the final output of the process. The output is the Top-K frequent patterns for each item in the $F$-List.

The algorithm for the reduce phase of Step-2 is given in Algorithm 2. In this algorithm the $G$-List is the same as that created in Step-1 of the algorithm. The keys in the $(key, value)$ pairs processed by the reducer are unique ids that identify each group of items, while the values are the transactions that are relevant to the group. The reducer users generates a localList and a LocalFPTree for the group. The localList is a list of all the items in the group. It then proceeds to generate the frequent patterns that are relevant to each item in the $localList$ with a call to $FP$-Growth (Algorithm 1). Since PFP only outputs the Top-K frequent patterns for each item in the group, a max heap is used to store the frequent patterns. The key in the

Algorithm 1: FP-Growth Algorithm

1: Input: FT
2: Output: Set of frequent patterns
3: Procedure: $FP$-Growth($F$)
4: if $F$ contains a single path
5: Generate all possible combinations of the path
6: else
7: for all items $i$ in the headerTable of $Tree$ do
8: Create pattern $β = s_n ∪ a$
9: Construct $β$ conditional pattern base [The conditional pattern base is a projection of the transactions in $Tree$ that contains only paths the preceed nodes with item name $s_n$]
10: Construct conditional tree $Tree_β$ from the conditional pattern base
11: if $T_β ≠ null$ then
12: Call $FP$-Growth($Tree_β$, $a$)
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if

Figure 1: A sample FP-Tree built using the transaction database in Table I and a support threshold of 60% [4].
output \((key, value)\) pairs of the reducer is an item from the \textit{localFlist} and a max heap of all the frequent patterns that contain the item.

The Reduce phase of Step-2 can constitute a bottleneck for PFP in some cases. If PFP is run with a low support threshold, a Parallel FP-Growth Reduce task that is assigned a database shard with long transactions will take considerable amount of time to complete. In its current form PFP offers no way to distribute the processing of such reducers. Indeed, our experiments showed that increasing the number of reducers or the number of groups \(Q\) can not fix the problem because the reducer that was assigned the shard containing long transactions always lagged behind. For more details on PFP, please see [5].

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{Input:} Support threshold \(\epsilon\), HeapSize \(k\)
\State \textbf{Procedure:} Reduce\((\epsilon, k)\)
\State Load G-List
\For {all \(key = gid, value = DB_{gid}\) pairs do}
\State localFlist \rightarrow G-List_{gid}
\EndFor
\State LocalFPTree \rightarrow BuildFPTree\((DB_{gid})\)
\For {all \(items f\) in localFlist do}
\State Create MaxHeap of size \(k\)
\State \textit{Maxheap}.add\((FPgrowth\((LocalFPTree, \epsilon, f)\))\)
\EndFor
\State Call Output\((f, MaxHeap)\)
\EndFor
\end{algorithmic}
\caption{Parallel FP-Growth Reducer Algorithm}
\end{algorithm}

C. Mahout Implementation of PFP

Apache Mahout [12] is an open-source code repository of scalable implementations of machine learning and data mining algorithms. The implementations in the repository run on such platforms as Apache Hadoop[7], Apache Spark [8] and Apache Flink [13]. Mahout has an implementation of PFP built to run on the Hadoop platform in its 0.9 release. We used and modified this implementation of PFP in our work.

It should be noted that Mahout’s implementation of PFP includes FP-Bonsai tree pruning [14]. FP-Bonsai integrates the Ex-Ante data reduction technique into FP-Growth [15]. This technique can help to mitigate the problem of fitting large transaction databases into memory by pruning conditional FP-Trees for redundant information.

Aside from the difference noted above Mahout’s implementation of PFP is based on the description of PFP described in the preceding paragraph. So it inherits the same limitations.

IV. IMPROVEMENTS TO PFP

In this section we describe our algorithm for parallelizing the reduce phase of Step 2 of PFP (Section III-B) using the Parent-Child MapReduce feature of IBM Platform Symphony. Our algorithm is called Recursive-PFP or R-PFP in brief. R-PFP retains the Step-1, Step-3 and the map phase of Step 2 of the original PFP algorithm. The only change is in the reduce phase of Step-2. We provide a side-by-side comparison of how the reduce phase of Step 2 works for original PFP and our proposed method for growing frequent patterns in Fig. 2. In PFP each FP-Growth reducer in Step 2 grows its frequent patterns using non-parallelized Algorithm 2 and passes its output to a Aggregation mapper, which collates the results from all of the Parallel FP-Growth reducer tasks. However, for R-PFP, we replace Apache Hadoop with IBM Platform Symphony and add a new process, which we call \textit{GrowthMapper} in Step 2. The \textit{GrowthMapper} enables us to use MapReduce to parallelize the recursive calls to \textit{FPgrowth()} (Algorithm 1), which takes place in the Reduce phase of Step 2.

Each of the \textit{Growth Mappers} is a task in a MapReduce job that has no Reduce phase. It takes as input \((key, value)\) pairs of the form \((f, Obj)\), where \(f\) is the item from the G-List whose frequent patterns are being mined and \(Obj\) is an object containing all the parameters required for the \textit{FPgrowth()} call like the minimum support threshold etc. With this input each mapper finds all the frequent patterns containing item \(f\) but not other items, depending on the search space it takes care of.

A. IBM Platform Symphony and Parent-Child MapReduce

IBM Platform Symphony is a software product that provides parallel computing and application grid management for compute-intensive and data-intensive applications across heterogeneous IT resources. It automatically optimizes multi-user and multi-tenant resource sharing and workload scheduling for various applications including SOA (Service-Oriented Applications), High Performance Computing (HPC), batch, Apache Hadoop MapReduce, Apache Spark, Web and database applications.

It supports parent-child workloads in SOA, which allows an application program to submit parent-child jobs and tasks to a scheduler in the system. A job can have one or more tasks that can be scheduled by the scheduler to run on resource slots in parallel, one task per slot. This feature is adapted for Apache Hadoop MapReduce jobs in this work, hence the term parent-child Mapreduce.

If a running task in a job finds it has much more to do than expected, the task can split its work, and submit one or more child jobs, each child job can contain one or more child tasks. Symphony will track the dependencies of parent-child jobs and tasks, schedule the child tasks in child jobs to run...
on multiple resource slots to speed up the computation, and manage the life cycle of a parent job so that the parent job can be finished only if its own tasks and all its child jobs and tasks are finished.

This allows a parent job to know when its child jobs finish and signal the next MapReduce step (e.g. Step-3 in the PFP algorithm) to start. This achieves the synchronization needed for the final aggregation step of PFP. Details of how the parent-child feature is realized in IBM Platform Symphony MapReduce is beyond the scope of this paper. We focus on how to use this feature to parallelize recursive divide-and-conquer tasks that need synchronization.

B. Recursive-PFP (R-PFP)

Parallelizing the Reduce phase of the Parallel FP-Growth step of PFP comes with unique challenges. The first challenge is the fact that the recursive process of FP-Growth proceeds in a depth-first search (DFS) fashion. A DFS is an inherently sequential process [16], therefore any attempt to parallelize can only be done dynamically during the DFS traversal. This creates a problem for MapReduce parallelization, which requires that all tasks be defined at the start of processing. In this regard, the Parent-Child MapReduce framework overcomes this limitation as it allows MapReduce tasks to be created dynamically.

The second challenge is the need to create a delicate balance between speed and the number of tasks created. Technically, a single task can be created to process any call to \( FP\)Growth(). This approach ensures that no time is wasted before processing. However, just as is the case with writing data, this approach can lead to the creation of billions of tasks. On the other hand, collecting all calls and processing all in a single task will require waiting until the completion of the FP-Growth Reduce task before the child task can be created. Therefore, a balance must be created between both extremes. This issue is addressed in our solution by allowing only the top-level reduce tasks to create as many child tasks as needed. Subsequent child reduce tasks are limited to creating only a single child.

The third challenge is the amount of data that needs to be written. Each record of the child MapReduce task is a \( FP\)Growth() function call (see Algorithm 5). Therefore all of the parameters of the function call need to be written to disk. In the worst case, the number of function calls required to process an FP-Tree is a combinatorial factor of the number of items in the header table. We could therefore be dealing with billions of records when dealing with an FP-Tree with a header table size greater than 13. The conditional FP-Tree is one of the parameters required during a call to \( FP\)Growth(). Writing a billion conditional FP-Trees to disk will be counterproductive. This issue is addressed in our solution by not serializing conditional FP-Trees and providing a mechanism for conditional FP-Trees to be generated dynamically when required.

The last challenge is the need to synchronize tasks. PFP’s three phases are sequential, so the MapReduce tasks for each of these phases need to be synchronized to start one after another. Traditionally, MapReduce tasks are not meant to communicate with each other, any synchronization that occurs must be hard-coded by the programmer. This is another case where Parent-Child MapReduce helps. Since we can create tasks that are tied to a parent job, we can ensure that the parent job does not complete until all of its children have finished.

The algorithm for the Reduce phase of the Parallel FP-Growth step of R-PFP can be found in Algorithm 3. It works in fashion similar to Algorithm 2 but takes a new input parameter, depth threshold \( \delta \). We use this parameter to determine which FP-Trees will be processed in parallel. We include a discussion on how and why we use this parameter as load predictor in Section IV-C. The main idea of Algorithm 3 is that in the recursive FP-Growth process, if the depth of a local (conditional) FP-tree is greater than \( \delta \), it creates a child job by calling GrowthMapper (Algorithm 5) to process the FP-tree in parallel. Any FP-Tree that does not meet this criterion is processed sequentially to completion. Algorithm 3 does not write a single key/value pair to the input file for the child job. It writes as many as \( \text{localFList} \times \text{HeaderTableSize} \) key/value pairs to the file. These records represent all the independent top-level function calls that would have been made sequentially if the tree had been processed directly. These calls can now be processed in parallel by the GrowthMapper tasks in the child job. The second challenge mentioned above is addressed in Algorithm 3, which creates child tasks for top-level FP-Trees and in Algorithm 5, which creates child tasks for conditional FP-Trees.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Parent-Child FP-Growth Reducer Algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
  \State \textbf{Input:} Depth threshold \( \delta \), Support threshold \( \epsilon \).
  \State \textbf{MapSize} \( k \).
  \State \textbf{Procedure:} Reduce(\( \delta, r, k \)).
  \State Load G-List \( \Delta \).
  \ForAll {key = gid, value = DB.gid pairs do}
    \State \text{localFList} \leftarrow \text{G-List.gid}.
    \State LocalFP-tree \leftarrow \text{BuildFP TREE(DB.gid)}.
    \If {LocalFP-tree.depth \geq \delta} \text{then}
      \State LocalFP-tree.Write() \{Write FP-Tree to disk\}
    \EndIf
    \ForAll {items f in localFList do}
      \State \text{itemList} \leftarrow \text{newList()}.
      \State \text{itemList.add()}.
      \State Obj \leftarrow \text{newGrowthObject(itemList)}.
      \State \text{Call WriteChildRecords(f, Obj)}.
    \EndFor
  \EndFor
  \State \text{Call GrowthMapper(\( \delta, r, k \))}.
  \Else \ForAll {items f in localFList do}
    \State Create MaxHeap of size \( k \).
    \State MaxHeap.add(FPGrowth(LocalFP-tree, r, f))
    \State Call Output(f, MaxHeap).
  \EndFor
  \EndIf
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

The parameters that will be grouped into \textit{Obj} (Line 14 of
Algorithm 3) would differ between actual implementations. However, we note that one of the object member is a list of items, `itemlist`. This list of items will contain a sequential list of the all items that need to be used to generate the conditional tree required for the call. In order to save time required to write conditional FP-Trees for each record, we write the Top-Level tree only once, so that each `GrowthMapper` task can read this FP-Tree into memory once and then subsequently generate the conditional tree required for the call using the items in the list in sequence (Algorithm 4). As the `GrowthMapper` (Algorithm 5) is able to generate its own children, any `Obj` instance created will just need to add the new item to the end of the previous list of items, for its child job to use to generate its own conditional trees using the same FP-Tree that was written to the disk by the Parent task. This design addresses the third challenge raised previously.

### Algorithm 4 Build Conditional Tree Using a List

1. **Procedure:** `buildWithList(Tree, itemList, e)`
2. conditionalTree = newFPTree()
3. a ← itemList.getFirst()
4. buildCondTree(Tree, ConditionalTree, a, e)
5. for i = 1, to i len(itemList) do
6. [First item in itemList is at index 0]
7. tempTree ← conditionalTree
8. conditionalTree = newFPTree()
9. buildCondTree(tempTree, ConditionalTree, itemList(i), e)
10. end for
11. return conditionalTree

### Algorithm 5 Growth Mapper Algorithm

1. **Input:** Depth threshold $\delta$, Support threshold $\epsilon$
2. **HeapSize $k$**
3. **Procedure:** `GrowthMapper($\delta, \epsilon, k$)`
4. Load FP-Tree `Tree` from file
5. for all key, value = `Obj` pairs do
6. if This is the first record then
7. Create MaxHeap of size $k$
8. currentAttribute = key
9. else
10. if key $\neq$ currentAttribute then
11. Call Output((currentAttribute, MaxHeap))
12. end if
13. end if
14. conditionalTree = buildWithList(Tree, Obj.attributeList, e)
15. if conditionalTree.depth $\geq \delta$ | conditionalTree.headerTableSize $\geq \delta$ then
16. for all items $i$ in the headerTable of conditionalTree do
17. `Obj.itemlist.add()`
18. newObj ← newGrowthObject(`Obj.itemlist`, `Obj.itemlist.pop()`)
19. `Obj.itemlist.add()`
20. Call `WriteChildRecords(key, newObj)`
21. end for
22. else
23. MaxHeap.add(FPGrowth(conditionalTree, $\epsilon$, key))
24. end if
25. end for
26. if childTaskRecordsWereWritten then
27. Call `GrowthMapper($\delta, \epsilon, k$)`
28. end if

The `GrowthMapper` algorithm proceeds in a similar manner as the `Reduce` phase of the `Parallel FP-Growth` step of R-PFP. As it processes its records, it writes records to disk for any conditional FP-Tree that has a depth or header table size that is greater than or equal to $\delta$. Any other conditional trees are processed to completion. Unlike in the `Reduce` phase of the PFP, `GrowthMapper` tasks can only generate a single child job. This prevents the number of child jobs from exploding. As the child job can have multiple child tasks that can process in parallel what would have been processed sequentially by the parent, this approach leads to a reduction in processing time. There is no limit to the depth of the child job generations of `GrowthMapper` child tasks.

Each child task writes its output to file separately, they do not return any information to the parent. The final `Aggregation` job will combine all of the outputs. Since IBM Platform Symphony manages the life cycle of parent-child jobs, the top-level parent job will not end until all of its children are done. Since the `Aggregation` job is hard-coded to start when `Parallel FP-Growth` job ends, there is no possibility of the `Aggregation` job missing part of the final result due to unfinished child tasks before the Aggregation job was started. Details of the framework can be found in Fig. 2.b.

### C. Predicting FP-Tree Load

During the mining of an FP-Tree, the number of recursive calls to `FPGrowth()`, is proportional to the number of frequent patterns. This can number in the billions if a low support threshold is used with a database with long transactions. So we choose to only parallelize the calls with the heaviest load.

Predicting the processing load of an FP-Tree is a very difficult problem. Indeed no single factor can be used to effectively predict the load of an FP-Tree [17]. However, there are a few properties of an FP-Tree that can give an indication on the possible amount of computation that the tree will require, which include:

- **Depth:** This is the longest path from any leaf node to the root of the tree. The depth of the tree is influenced by the length of transactions in the database. The depth of the tree should be the most effective means of load prediction because the number of item-sets is exponentially proportional to the depth of the tree in the worst case. However, this is not always the case, as the depth of the conditional trees generated in progressive recursive calls can reduce significantly between calls.

- **Path Depth:** This is the longest path from a node whose count satisfies minimum support to the root node [11]. The path depth of tree is affected by the support value and the length of transactions in the database. In typical cases the path depth should be a better load indicator as it is likely that the conditional trees generated recursively will not have a depth that is less than the path depth of its parent [11].

- **#Nodes:** This is the number of nodes in the FP-Tree. If a tree has a large number of nodes then it will take longer to traverse it.

- **HeaderTable Size:** This is the number of items in the header table list. This number has a direct impact on the number of iterations that will need to be completed to
process the FP-Tree. The header list size is influenced by the number of unique items in the transaction database.

The graph in Fig. 3 shows the effectiveness of using #Nodes, Header table size, Path Depth and Depth in predicting the load of an FP-Tree. We produced the graph using the Kosarak dataset (see Table II). We ran Mahout’s implementation of PFP against the Kosarak dataset, while collecting statistics about the top-level FP-Trees and the time it took for them to be processed. We also measured the total time it took for the run to complete. In the graph, the Time line is generated by sorting in decreasing order the list of FP-Trees by the time it took to process them and then summing the processing time of the top 10%, 20%, 30%, ..., 100% of FP-Trees, which is the value plotted on the x-axis. We then calculate the percentage of the total processing time each of these sums represent, which is the value on the y-axis.

With this we can deduce that 10% of the FP-Trees contribute about 30% of the total processing time. This Time line is characteristic of what we should see if we had a ‘perfect’ load predictor. The other lines are produced in a similar manner except that the trees are sorted in decreasing order of the statistic that they represent rather than processing time.

The graphs show that none of the factors were able to predict the load perfectly. The graphs also show that Header table size and Depth consistently beating PathDepth and Node count. Apart from the PathDepth, these results are not surprising. Contrary to what should be expected the PathDepth performs worse than Depth as a load predictor. We found out that due to the sparseness of the dataset majority i.e > 95% of the trees had a path depth of 0. This made PathDepth ineffective as a load predictor. Please note that path depth is different from depth, please see earlier definitions.

Also, Header table size was a more effective predictor than Depth. Again, this was due to the sparseness of the dataset. The Header table size represents an upper-bound on the depth of any FP-Tree. For any FP-Tree \( t \), \( depth(t) \leq headerTableSize(t) \). This is true because each element in the header table appears at least once in the FP-Tree and cannot appear more than once in a given path of the FP-Tree.

On the other hand, for a sparse dataset the relationship is likely \( depth(t) \ll headerTableSize(t) \), as most items are not likely to occur on the similar paths of the FP-Tree. So its more than likely that the header table size will have a greater impact on the number of iterations than the depth.

We are of the opinion that more work needs to be done to properly predict the load of FP-Trees. However, based on the observations above we decided to use both the header table size and depth as load predictors for our implementation.

V. Evaluations

In this section we describe our evaluations of our proposed algorithm. We provide the technical specifications of the cluster environment, the nature of the datasets and the methodology of the experiments we carried out.

A. Datasets

We refer to the datasets used in our evaluation as the Kosarak and Twitter datasets. The Kosarak is a dataset available from the Frequent Itemset Mining Dataset Repository [18]. It contains anonymized click-stream data from a Hungarian on-line news portal. Each user visit is considered a transaction and the web-pages visited are the items. The Twitter dataset was prepared using a collection of records extracted from tweets for the month of November 2012 containing both #hashtags and URLs as part of the tweet. The data contains approximately 27.8M tweets [19], [20]. Each record in the data contains a timestamp, a user id, a list of hashtags used and a list of URLs used. We created the dataset by extracting the hashtags. The list of hashtags in a tweet are treated as a transaction and each hashtag is an item.

A summary of the statistics of each of these datasets can be found in Table II. These datasets meet the criteria required for our evaluations as they are both sparse, with the Twitter dataset being extremely sparse. They both also contain long transactions, with the Kosarak dataset containing very long transactions. These characteristics are sufficiently representative of the types of datasets that might experience combinatorial explosion in frequent itemset counting.

We would like to note that the statistics of these datasets alone cannot be used to judge the scale of the task. Our goal is to parallelize the \( FP\text{Growth}(t) \) calls of FP-Growth using a MapReduce framework. So the scale can only be truly measured by the number of \( FP\text{Growth}(t) \) calls that are made.

The number of \( FP\text{Growth}(t) \) calls is directly proportional to the number of frequent patterns in the data. This number can be very large at low support rates. For any item-set of length \( x \), the maximum number of frequent patterns is proportional to \( 2^x \). This number starts to be measured in the millions for an item-set where \( el = 20 \) and there can be several item-sets of this length in any dataset.
The aim of our experiments was to measure the improvements in computational speed that R-PFP provides over PFP. Our implementation of R-PFP was built by modifying version 0.9 of Apache Mahout’s implementation of PFP. In our experiment we compared our implementation of R-PFP against PFP, while varying the minimum support count threshold parameter \(-s\) of the Mahout implementation from 50 to 140 in steps of 10. The Mahout parameters that were set are \(-k\) (Maximum Heap Size): 50, \(-g\) (Number of Groups): 1,000 and \(-\text{method}\) (Processing Method): mapreduce. These parameters always had the same value. Any parameter whose value is not mentioned here was set to its default value.

We used the median value of the depth of FP-Trees to select a depth threshold for our evaluations using R-PFP. The depth of FP-Trees and conditional FP-Trees will differ greatly between datasets and depending on the parameters used. The values in Table III, show the range of values for the depth of the top-level FP-Trees built using the datasets at a minimum support threshold of 50. There is a marked difference between the datasets, however this is not surprising as the FP-Tree depth is closely related to the length of the transactions in the database, see Table II. The combinatorial explosion of frequent patterns can get really bad for any FP-Tree or conditional FP-Tree with a depth \(\geq 20\). However this value is too low for the Kosarak dataset, while it is too high for Twitter. Using the median value of the length of transactions (depth of FP-Trees) in the database is a satisfactory method for selecting the depth threshold. It ensures that a representative value is set for the dataset concerned and ensures that it will not be set too high or too low.

The cluster on which our experiments were run had a total of 6 nodes, one master node and 5 compute/data nodes. Each node in the cluster is a IBM System x3650 M4 server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 at 2.60GHz, 32 vcores (2 CPU, 8 physical cores per CPU, 2 hyperthreads per core) and 64GB of RAM. Each node has a total of 7 local disks. One local disk for OS and software installs and 6 local disks for data. The operating system on all nodes is RHEL 6.3. All nodes are connected using a 1GbE network.

### Table II: Dataset Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kosarak</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Records</td>
<td>990,002</td>
<td>22,524,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Unique Items</td>
<td>41,270</td>
<td>3,380,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Transaction Length</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Transaction Length</td>
<td>2.098</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III: Comparison of FP-Tree Depth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kosarak</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1,461</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Methodology

The results of our evaluations are presented in Fig. 4. The results show that using Parent-Child MapReduce to improve the parallelization of PFP has immense benefits. It is able to reduce the time for processing data by up to approximately 68\% (or 3 times) over PFP with the same parameter values. We also note that the results confirm that the computational load is affected more by the characteristics of the data than by the size of the data. It takes about 20 - 30 times more time to process the Kosarak dataset than the twitter dataset, even though the latter contains about 22 times the number of transactions of the former (see Table II)

In Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b, we see the processing times of running PFP and R-PFP against the Kosarak and Twitter datasets respectively. Each plot point on these graphs is an average over 5 runs. Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d are stacked bar graphs that show the number of child jobs that were spawned at each support count value for the Kosarak and Twitter datasets respectively. The categories on each bar are the generations at which the task was spawned in respect to the first parent job. While, Fig. 4e and Fig. 4f are box plots that show the distribution of processing times for child jobs that were spawned for the Kosarak and Twitter datasets respectively. The y-axis on both graphs uses a log-scale.

R-PFP was able to reduce the processing time on the Kosarak dataset from about 6000\,s to about 2000\,s at a support count of 50 (see Fig. 4a). This performance however decreases as the minimum support count is increased to 140. We note that this decrease in performance is a result of less parallelization. The range of depth values for the FP-Trees change as the support rate is varied. Specifically the size of the trees reduces as the minimum support count increases. Since we keep the depth threshold constant fewer FP-Trees will be selected for deep-parallelization. This fact is attested to by Fig. 4c. This implies that similar time reductions could have been achieved by reducing the depth threshold in line with the support count increases. It also implies that the 68\% reduction achieved is not an upper-bound on performance. More significant time reduction is possible with lower depth thresholds.

Except with a minor decrease at support count value of 50, R-PFP did not reduce the processing time on the Twitter dataset. However, we note that even with the extra overheads involved in writing data to disk and managing the child tasks R-PFP did not increase the processing time significantly. The FP-Trees in the Twitter dataset are not very deep when compared to those in the Kosarak dataset (see Table III). This influenced our choice for the depth threshold and led to only a few trees being selected for deep parallelization (see Fig. 4d). Just as in the case of Kosarak dataset we could improve on this result by decreasing the depth threshold. However, we are of the opinion that we have already set it low enough. PFP can process FP-Trees
at such depths without experiencing exponential increases in computational time. The low depth threshold chosen may also be responsible for a significant number of child tasks being spawned after the first generation for the Twitter dataset when compared to Kosarak dataset (see Fig. 4d and Fig. 4c).

The box-plots in Fig. 4e show that a significant number of child jobs have processing times that are outliers in respect to other child jobs. It would seem that this indicates that we could still maintain our current performance in reducing the processing time while spawning fewer child jobs because these jobs contains significantly more processing load. This would require devising a better method for choosing which FP-Trees whose processing will be parallelized. Such a method would theoretically only parallelize the outliers, leading to fewer child jobs and similar reduction in processing time.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented Parent-Child MapReduce. A MapReduce technique that allows the dynamic creation and synchronization of MapReduce jobs in a hierarchical parent-child fashion. Using PFP we show the capability of Parent-Child MapReduce for parallelizing the frequent pattern growth recursive calls that are carried out during the Reduce phase of the parallel FP-Growth step of PFP. We note that it would have been impossible to parallelize this portion of the algorithm using MapReduce without the Parent-Child MapReduce feature.

Our evaluations show that incorporating Parent-Child MapReduce into PFP can significantly reduce the processing time by as much as 68% (or 3 times) on the Kosarak dataset. The algorithm did not fail with the Twitter dataset as the runtime had not started to explode exponentially in our experiments. An exponential increase in runtime would have been noticed with the Twitter dataset by reducing the minimum support threshold further, in which case the runtime reduction would be noticed. This result also shows that transaction length is a more important factor than data sparseness in determining what type of datasets might experience an exponential increase in runtime at low support thresholds.

Some improvements are needed in respect to deep parallelization of PFP. The number of child tasks spawned needs to be reduced. One possible way to control the number of child tasks created is to reduce the number of FP-Trees and conditional FP-Trees that are processed in parallel. In order to do this, we will need to be able to predict the load of the trees more effectively. As we stated previously not all trees with significant depth have a high computational load. In our future work we intend to find more effective ways of predicting the computational load of conditional FP-Trees and FP-Trees without using the depth threshold parameter.

A significant number of data mining algorithms use a recursive divide-and-conquer approach. Hitherto, it would have been difficult to parallelize such algorithms using regular MapReduce. In the future we plan to apply the Parent-Child MapReduce feature to parallelize other such algorithms.
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(a) Processing times for the Kosarak dataset using varying support threshold counts for PFP and R-PFP, and a constant depth threshold for R-PFP. Each measurement is an average over 5 runs.

(b) Processing times for the Twitter dataset using varying support threshold counts for PFP and R-PFP, and a constant depth threshold for R-PFP. Each measurement is an average over 5 runs.

(c) Stacked Bar Graph of the number of child jobs spawned by R-PFP on the Kosarak dataset. The categories represent the generation in which the task was spawned.

(d) Stacked Bar Graph of the number of child jobs spawned by R-PFP on the Twitter dataset. The categories represent the generation in which the task was spawned.

(e) Boxplots showing the distribution of processing times for all the child jobs at different support count values for R-PFP on the Kosarak dataset. The y-axis (Time) is on a log-scale.

(f) Boxplots showing the distribution of processing times for all the child jobs at different support count values for R-PFP on the Twitter dataset. The y-axis (Time) is on a log-scale.

Figure 4: Evaluation Results: Figures (a), (c) and (e) are for the Kosarak dataset, while Figures (b), (d) and (f) are for the Twitter dataset.


